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Service Context

Background

Inventory Linking is the process by which goods are linked to their associated declarations as they are moved out of the UK via Exports, and
into the UK via Imports. Currently this functionality is carried out in the Customs Handling of Import & Export Freight (CHIEF) system.
Community Systems Providers (CSPs) provide Inventory systems that are used by ports to manage the movement of cargo in and out of the
UK. Most major UK ports (sea and air) operate one or more Inventory systems.
Export Inventory Linking is broadly categorised into 3 business processes i.e. Declaration, Consolidation and Movements. There are number
of Software Developers which have developed a software solution aimed at Traders/CSPs for carrying out these business processes.
There are multiple channels through which user interacts with CHIEF for carrying out Export Inventory Linking business processes, either
through the software provided by Software Developers (NES XML, NES Mail, HCI or EDIFACT message via CSP) or directly accessing
CHIEF through NES Web.
UK Customs require Customs Declarations for goods entering or leaving the country. Customs Declarations contain much more detail about
the goods than Consignment information. Every Declaration is assigned a unique reference called DUCR (Declaration Unique Consignment
Reference). 
Consolidation allows CSPs and agents to group consignments together under a MUCR (Master Unique Consignment Reference). A MUCR
can contain multiple DUCRs and multiple MUCRs (down to eight levels). A consolidation then needs to be shut prior to departure, or being
consolidated into another MUCR. A consolidation is managed through EAC and CST message types.
A movement is defined as the movement of goods to the office of export, through to the office of exit, and any warehouse/shed in between.
CSPs will notify HMRC of these movements through EAL, EAA, and EDL messages. As the declaration goes through its lifecycle, the
relevant data will notify CSPs whether goods can be progressed to departure, or if they need to be controlled for.
Customs Declaration Service (CDS) is the new Customs application replacing CHIEF and this service design covers the solution for Dual
Running of Exports Inventory Linking how all Export Inventory Linking business processes are roller out onto CDS.  

 



 

System Description

CSP systems CSP IT systems integrated with the CDS. Implementing integration with CDS declaration and inventory linking
processing.

Trader
Software

Declarants and their agents IT systems integrated with the CDS. Implementing integration with CDS declaration and
inventory linking processing.

CSPs

Loaders

Consolidators  

User community focused on the Inventory business processes of physical goods processing across ports and
harbours.

Digital API
Gateway

CDS Internet facing external API gateway responsible for authentication and external connectivity.

External Digital
UI

External Internet facing web based user interface for CDS internal systems. Accessed by external users only.

WSO2 ESB Integration ESB layer to implement CDS internal service routing and translations.

ILE/ReArrivals Inventory Linking for Exports responsible for managing the relationship between declaration and physical
consignment business processes.

ILE module implementing re-arrival business process including re-risking and raising of control cases

DMS Declaration Management System responsible for declaration end to end business process management.

CAMS Micro Service to make connection to CHIEF to send inventory linking messages and receive response from CHIEF.

CHIEF Existing HMRC system to process export/import declarations and inventory linking export messages.

 

To reduce the impact on Trade/Business, a phased migration approach of Export Inventory Dual Running Optimum solution has been agreed
where HMRC will release the solution as a single release but CSPs and Software Developers will be migrated in 2 Phases as detailed below.

CSP Migration Phase – CDS Readiness for CSPs

Declarations can be made in CHIEF only.
HMRC will deliver the CDA component which is ready to

Accept XML consolidation/movement messages
Send consolidation (EAC/CST) messages to CHIEF and CDS-ILE
Convert all incoming consolidation/movement messages from XML to EDI before sending message to CHIEF.
Convert consolidation/movement CHIEF response messages from EDI to XML before sending message back to CSP
Aggregate CHIEF and CDS-ILE consolidation response into a single response before sending it back to CSP/Trader.
Send movement (EAA/EAL/EDL) messages to CDS-ILE & CHIEF
Aggregate EMR messages from CHIEF & CDS into a single EMR message and send it back to CSP/Trader
For retrospective arrivals messages, message will be sent to CDS-ILE only and response will be sent back to CSP.
For query service, all request coming from Query API will be sent to CDS-ILE only and any errors received back from ILE



are forwarded directly to CSP without waiting for a response from any other system.

For CSPs that is CDS ready:
Software Developer continue to send EDI messages to CSP.
CSP can send Inventory Linking (consolidation and movement) messages to CDS .
CSP will handle conversion between EDI and XML message types for Inventory Linking messages.
No change to declaration message. It will stay as a EDI message and send to CHIEF.

For CSPs that are not ready:
No change, process continues AS-IS

Key Advantages:

Allows HMRC and CSPs to test business processes at the frontier without impacting declarant's ability to submit declarations.
Leaves CHIEF in place as a contingency in case of issues with frontier clearance.
Proves the interfaces between CDS and CSP's.
CSP's will only ever get one response to a consolidation or movement message.

CDA's handling of Consolidation and Movement messages.

For traders who have migrated to CDS, it will be possible to submit export declarations in DMS during  CSP Migration Phase . (This
is specially true in case of RoRo).
Also traders/loaders could be able to send CDS consolidation/movement messages (subject to the roles/badges) through CDS-UI.
but if necessary, CSP (which is CDS ready), would be able to arrive and depart CDS consolidations.
Following messages are sent to both CHIEF and CDS-ILE 

MUCR to MUCR consolidation messages
MUCR level movement messages

In such cases, CDA will get the response from both CHIEF and CDS-ILE. This will be handled in following manner.

If response from CHIEF or CDS-ILE is UKCTRL(NAK) it will be always forwarded to CSP with error code as it appears in the
messages. No translation of the error codes between CDS-ILE and CHIEF. Since CDS-ILE error codes are different to
CHIEF error codes, this would help CSP in identifying the source of error effectively.
For DUCR level EAA or EAL message, if response from CHIEF is CRC 101/102 then incoming EAA/EAL message is sent to
CDS as well. (Because CDA wouldn't know where DUCR is ulitmately going to be created).
If request message contains UCR or GoodLocation code on the XML message with invalid format, CDA will generate
UKCTRL(NAK) and no further processing of the request message will be done. UCR validation is to make sure UCR begins
with either letter or a number and Goods Location Code (if present) is validated to make sure it is at least 13 characters
long.

CDS-ILE Dual Running Phase – CDS Readiness for Software Developers.

All CSPs should be CDS ready for the beginning of Phase.this 
Declarations can be made in CHIEF or DMS.
For a Software Developer with Software that is CDS ready:

If sending messages through CSP
Send XML messages for Consolidation and Movements
If SWD can Dual Run then

Send EDI message for Declaration to be created on CHIEF.
Send XML message for Declaration to be created on CDS.

Else
Send XML message for Declaration to be created on CDS.

If NOT sending messages through CSP
Send all consolidation and movement messages in XML to CDS only.

For Software Developer with Software that is NOT CDS ready:
If sending messages through CSP, continue to send EDI messages for Consolidation and Movements till SWD is CDS
ready.
If NOT sending messages through CSP, No EDI consolidation or movements messages allowed on CHIEF. So have to use
a CSP(which is Dual Running) as alternative way of sending EDI message to CHIEF.

Key Advantages:

Provides a platform for trader software to move across when they are ready, rather than as a big bang.
Allows for testing pilots with trader software before larger rollouts.

 

Features

The following features are covered by this service design: 

Note: This is for internal HMRC reference only.

 -  CDSP-3701 Getting issue details... STATUS

http://10.102.81.252/browse/CDSP-3701


 -  CDSP-3702 Getting issue details... STATUS

 -  CDSP-3703 Getting issue details... STATUS

 -  CDSP-3704 Getting issue details... STATUS

 -  CDSP-3705 Getting issue details... STATUS

 -  CDSP-5232 Getting issue details... STATUS

 -  CDSP-3706 Getting issue details... STATUS

 -  CDSP-3707 Getting issue details... STATUS

 -  CDSP-3755 Getting issue details... STATUS

 -  CDSP-3756 Getting issue details... STATUS

 -  CDSP-3757 Getting issue details... STATUS

Constraints 

The following constraints impact the service designed herein:

For CDS declarations/consolidations, CDS-UI will to query inventory transactions from CDS.be used 
For Inventory transaction queries, CDS and CHIEF needs to be queried seperately.
There is no field in XML schema for "Reports Required" flag in EAL message. When EAL message is received and convereted by
CDS (from XML to EDIFACT ) , "Report Required" flag will be always be set to N.
There is no field for EPS ID and EPU NO in XML schema for response messages(EMR,ERS,EAL response &EAA response). CHIEF
cofirmed EPS ID and EPU NO in EDIFACT message are legacy fields. So these fields will not be available in the XML response
going to CSP from CDS.
When unsolicited EMR/ERS are received from CHIEF, they are not tagged against any specific movement/consolidation. So CDA
will send these EMR/ERS to sender of last movement against the UCR on the EMR/ERS using UCR and movementReference
provided on EMR/ERS.
When a request is received, and if the request is coming from a CSP, it is expected that badge id is also included in the request
header, for the requests coming from CSPs. First two letters of BadgeID are used to used to identify the correct TSAP during CAMS
to CHIEF connection. In case of invalid BadgeID or no BadgeID, default TSAP will be used to make connection to CHIEF.
In the scenario where CHIEF is down, to stop flooding CHIEF with request logs , CAMS will stop sending the message after 3 tries. It
will attempt to resume sending the message again after 30 seconds. Both of these parameters will be configurable values in CAMS.

Risks

Changes to ILE now impact this design
If  is running longer then intended, CDS declartions volume will go up and could affect performance of CDS UI.CSP Migration Phase
Consolidation by declaration cannot be accounted for in all scenarios for e.g. when MUCR is specified on the declaration.
If same DUCR number is used in CHIEF and DMS, there could be scenario where DUCR in CHIEF will not get Risked.

Dependencies

CDS needs to make sure query API is available for the beginning of Dual Running Phase

Designs this Design is Dependent on

This dual running solution has a dependency on the CDS To-Be Solution.

CDA component should be ready to begin CSP Migration Phase 
All CSPs must be CDS ready to begin CDS-ILE Dual Running Phase.
All Software Developers(SWDs) should be ready by the end of  Dual Running Phase
CDS-UI should be ready to make new CDS declaration and handle consolidation messages.
Users of Software which is not sending messages through CSP (including but not limited to HCI, NES XML, NES Mail),

http://10.102.81.252/browse/CDSP-3702
http://10.102.81.252/browse/CDSP-3703
http://10.102.81.252/browse/CDSP-3704
http://10.102.81.252/browse/CDSP-3705
http://10.102.81.252/browse/CDSP-5232
http://10.102.81.252/browse/CDSP-3706
http://10.102.81.252/browse/CDSP-3707
http://10.102.81.252/browse/CDSP-3755
http://10.102.81.252/browse/CDSP-3756
http://10.102.81.252/browse/CDSP-3757


must use CDS-UI for declaration and consolidation, if SWD is not ready.

Infrastructure Dependencies

Service Dependencies

The Inventory Linking Export Dual Running Service design is dependent upon:

DMS Service Design
Ability of CHIEF to accept Inventory Linking messages from CDA component and sending the response back to CDA.

Designs Dependent on this Design 

Exports Inventory Linking CAM Dual Running. 

Principles

Architecture Goals

Minimum impact on End State Integration with external systems.
Ensure business continuity, supporting managed migration of traders from CHIEF to CDS.
Reuse existing services where possible
Seemless integration with existing CDS components

Program Level Principles

See Architecture Toolbox

Enterprise Architecture Level Principles

See Architecture Toolbox

Infrastructure Architecture Level Principles

See Architecture Toolbox

Logical View

The diagram below illustrates the logical view of components at a high level for Dual Running of Inventory Linking Exports.   
Declaration

Consolidation and Movements

http://10.102.81.254:8090/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=7041668
http://10.102.81.254:8090/display/CDSP/Exports+Inventory+Linking+CAM+Dual+Running
http://10.102.81.254:8090/display/CDA/Architecture+Toolbox
http://10.102.81.254:8090/display/CDA/Architecture+Toolbox
http://10.102.81.254:8090/display/CDA/Architecture+Toolbox


Functional View

This section documents middleware component design of the CDA application.

Functional Component View

The diagram below shows middleware component breakdown of the CDA application and function to component mapping.  

 

 

 

Component Infrastructure Responsibilities

Application
server

J2EE container - providing Java based
application development framework and
runtime

business logic implementation
DB persistence logic
MQ integration logic
WS integration logic
transaction management
security protection
logging
deployment and runtime functions

Transactional DB Oracle DB - transactional relational database persisting transactional business data
implementing parts of business logic in stored procedures
implementing data replication for the CDAP EDH business
reports integration

CDS MQ system IBM message queue manager - message
based integration infrastructure

message based integration with CDS ecosystem



CDS Batch
Manager

SOS Berlin - enterprise batch management
infrastructure

batch management functionality to extract daily ILE DB delta
data snapshots for CDAP EDH business reporting system

Message Driven
Bean

Application Server component encapsulate incoming message communication 

Session Façade Application Server component to encapsulate business-tier components and expose a
coarse-grained service to remote clients 
clients access a Session Façade instead of accessing
business components directly 

Service Locator Application Server component a factory to provision the Service Façade, Business Objects,
Message Brokers and DAOs
also any other JNDI resource as JMS and JDBC providers 
and also any other Utiltiy classes functionality here

Business Object Application Server component to encapsulate conceptual domain model with business
services, logic, rules and relationships
it will also play role of the Application Service pattern
to implement the process logic to invoke Oracle SPs and send
multiple output messages in the required order 

Data Access
Object

Application Server component to abstract and encapsulate all access to the persistent store
and the JDBC connectivity

Message Broker Application Server component to implement and broker outgoing message communication

Transfer Object Application Server component to carry multiple data elements across tiers
current schema XML generated objects extended for new Java
beans to support BO and DAO additional requirements
TOs will implement transformation from XML to BO/DAO
POJOs and other  way around; aka Transfer Object Assembler

Java Persistence
Entity

Application Server component J2EE object relational mapping implementation; based on the
JPA standard
provides JDBC persistence support out of the box
it is used as Transfer Object

Table Database component persists transactional data

Stored
Procedure

Database component simple, complex and performant DB related business logic
deployed in the DB
strongly typed SP attributes based on the columns types

Trigger Database component simple data replication logic to populate the DB table data
replicas for EDH business report exports

Queue Message queue manager component persists messages

 

 

Process View

 

Process Sequence Logical View - Phased Options Migration 

 

CSP Migration Phase: If CSP is not ready

It will remain as is. No change.



:CSP Migration Phase  If CSP is CDS ready V0.9

Declaration messages will be sent to CHIEF as is.
For consolidation and movement messages, CSP will convert it from EDI to XML and sent to CDA component in CDS
CDA component will convert and forward all consolidation and movement messages to CHIEF or forward XML message to CDS-ILE.

CDS-ILE Dual Running Phase: If SWD is not ready

Declaration messages will be sent to CHIEF as is.
For consolidation and movement messages, CSP will convert it from EDI to XML and sent to CDA component in CDS
CDA component will convert and forward all consolidation and movement messages to CHIEF.



CDS-ILE Dual Running Phase: When SWD is CDS ready

Declaration messages can be sent to CHIEF (EDI) or CDS (XML).
CHIEF channel to accept declaration message in EDIFACT will remain open (but may not be available through the CSP)
SWDs should send consolidation/movement messages in XML to CDS only.
SWDs can send declaration message in XML to CDS.
No consolidation and movement messages are sent to CHIEF directly.
For consolidation and movement messages, CSP will send XML to CDA component in CDS
CDA component will send consolidation and movement messages to CHIEF and CDS.

Each of the component in the above diagrams is explained below.

Component Responsibility

SWDs Provide interface to Traders for making declaration and also provide interface for consolidator or loaders for
processing consolidation and movements.

CSP Message
Converter

Convert EDIFACT message to XML based on CDS specification. Convert CDS response message from XML to
EDIFACT.

CDA Receive XML consolidation and movement messages from CSP via WS02
Convert XML received from CSP into XML message compatible with CAMS
Send new XML message to CAMS (to be send to CHIEF)
Receive response back from CAMS(originated in CHIEF).
Send consolidation and movement messages to CDS-ILE and receive response from CDS-ILE.
Save the request and response message received
Aggregate responses(UKCTRL/EMR/ERS/EAA response/EAL response) from CHIEF and CDS-ILE
Send aggregated response to CSP.
RETs – for retrospective arrivals CDA is a straight pass through from MDG to CDA to ILE and then the same in
reverse for the response.
QUE – for query service all errors received are forwarded directly to MDG without waiting for a response from
CAMS or any other system

CHIEF Process new export declaration. 
 Receive and process consolidation and movements messages from CDS

Provide the normal EMR / ERS messages as the declaration goes through its lifecycle.

DMS Provide declaration data to the inventory linking component 
 Advise on a change to the control type upon risking

Receive departure and goods presentation notifications from the inventory linking component

WSO2 Integration layer between DMS/Inventory Linking-CDA and the external components

CAM CHIEF Adapter Micro service acting as Integration layer between CHIEF and the external components.

Will convert XML messages to EDIFACT when sending messages to CHIEF.
Will convert EDIFACT message response from CHIEF to XML.



1.  
2.  

CDS-ILE Manage the relationship between MUCRs and DUCRs. 
 Manage the relationship between movements and declarations.

 Store information regarding route of entry and status of entry against the DUCR/MUCR
Re-risk the declaration data upon re-arrival at a different location

CDS UI Provide consolidation management functionality to traders whose consolidation software is not yet ready.

API Platform Platform for 3  party to access CDS-ILE APIs. Authentication and Authorisation is done here.rd

Post ActivitiesCDS-ILE Dual Running Phase 

Natural Rundown of CHIEF declarations

There is no current intention to migrate any data in CHIEF to CDS. Instead, it is expected that as trader software migrates to CDS, then there
will be a natural reduction in declarations on CHIEF. As movement messages will still be processed through CDA, eventually all declarations
will be closed on CHIEF, except those that were never exported.

CDS Changes

At the end of the dual running, all the export declaration creation process would be happening on DMS. Hence all the consolitation and
movements will be through CDS channels only. There needs to be following activities to take CHIEF connection down.

CDS integration layer (WSO2) needs to repoint integration between CSP and CDS to ILE queues rather than CDA queues as
described in interface view in ILE service design and as per queue names give in component design.

ILE Service Design v1.0#InterfaceView
ILE Component (L1) Design v1.0#Messagequeuesmappingtoserviceinterfaces

Resources allocated for CAM component can now be released.
CHIEF can block any Inventory Linking consolidation and movement messages or export declaration. Query service can still be on
for the cooling off period.

SOE/ROE Mapping

 All SOE values reported on the response messages will be  values. Please note in CDS, SOE is also referred as Topic Type. In thisCDS-ILE
document Topic Type will be referred as CDS-ILE SOE.

CHIEF SOE values will mapped to CDS-ILE SOE values as given in following table. CDS-ILE does not include ICS codes on the response
message except few exceptions.

EMRs received from CHIEF and CDS-ILE are aggregated by CDA into single EMR. As ERS message are DUCR sepcific they will not be
aggregated. CHIEF ERS response will be translated into CDS-ILE values.

DUCR SOE

Following tables explains how DUCR SOE values on the ERS/EMR received from CHIEF will be translated into CDS values.

CHIEF

DUCR
SOE

Rules for

DUCR ICS

CHIEF

Description

Mapped
to

CDS-ILE
SOE

CDS

Status

CDS

Description

A any Arrived at a
different
location to that
pre-lodged

NA Exports
Dual
Running
only

Arrived at a different location to that pre-lodged or error detected by OGD system.
CDS-ILE will create a new topic type called "NA"

D any Returned" or
"Withdrawn"

F Frustarated The declaration has been frustarted (inland departure).

E any Error detected
by OGD
system

NA Exports
Dual
Running
only

Arrived at a different location to that pre-lodged or error detected by OGD system.
CDS-ILE will create a new topic type called "NA"

R any Reprocessing
error on arrival

11 Declaration
rejected at
goods
arrival

If the declaration fails re-validation at the point of arrival, then this notification will be
sent to the CSPs. While the declaration is rejected, the DUCR will remain in a holding
state, still associated to the consolidation if relevant. Traders are expected to submit a
new declaration with the DUCR from the rejected declaration. This will allow the
consignment to progress through the inventory system.

0 any Declaration
not submitted
to CHIEF

0 No
Declaration

The DUCR has been created but no declaration exists

http://10.102.81.254:8090/display/CID/ILE+Service+Design+v1.0#ILEServiceDesignv1.0-InterfaceView
http://10.102.81.254:8090/display/CID/ILE+Component+%28L1%29+Design+v1.0#ILEComponent(L1)Designv1.0-Messagequeuesmappingtoserviceinterfaces


1 anything
other than
A1

Consignment
subject to
associated
ROE

14 Declaration
has been
risked

Notification that the declaration has now been risked and will contain a specific ROE

1 A1
(pre-lodged)

Entry
accepted as
pre-lodged

9 Declaration
Acceptance

The declaration has now been legally accepted (EAA only)

2 any Detained 14 Declaration
has been
risked

Notification that the declaration has now been risked and will contain a specific ROE

3 any Queried 14 Declaration
has been
risked

 Notification that the declaration has now been risked and will contain a specific ROE

4 any Subject to
Customs
approval (of
amendment or
query
response)

7 Exports
Dual
Running
only

Subject to Customs approval of amendment, query or cancellation request.

5 any Cancellation
request

7 Exports
Dual
Running
only

Subject to Customs approval of amendment, query or cancellation request.

6 any Accounting
Rejection

Not
Mapped

Not
Mapped

For Exports, SOE 6 is obsolete in CHIEF and not expected.

7 any Permitted to
Progress

3 Declaration
Clearance

This status will be received once the declaration has a positive customs position and
the control/debt is finalised. The majority of declaration will move to this status and
skip release. This will be received as part of a Declaration Status Notification. 

8 anything
other than
61

Departed from
the UK

D Departed The declaration has been departed.

8 61 Enrty
assumed by
CHIEF to
have departed
(timed -out).

3 Declaration
Clearance

This status will be received once the declaration has a positive customs position and
the control/debt is finalised. The majority of declaration will move to this status and
skip release. This will be received as part of a Declaration Status Notification. 

9 92 Entry
Cancelled.

4, ICS =6 Declaration
Invalidated

This status will be received as part of a Declaration Status Notification once the
decision has been taken to invalidate the declaration. The ICS code will distinguish
between a trader-initiated cancellation and a seizure/destruction of goods
cancellation.

9 anything
other than
92

Terminated.
Seized,
Destroyed or
released to
QW.

4 Declaration
Invalidated

This status will be received as part of a Declaration Status Notification once the
decision has been taken to invalidate the declaration. The ICS code will distinguish
between a trader-initiated cancellation and a seizure/destruction of goods
cancellation.

Master SOE

When reporting value of SOE at master following rule will be applied to map CHIEF Master SOE values to CDS-ILE Master SOE
values.

CHIEF

Master
SOE

CHIEF

Master
ROE

CHIEF

Description

Mapped to

CDS-ILE
Master SOE

CDS

Description

0 Any The consolidation is not closed on CHIEF 0 The MUCR has been created and contains declaration, but is
still open.

0 None No declarations associated on CHIEF to this
consolidation

0 The MUCR has been created, and closed, but contains no
declarations.

1 Any Consolidation subject to associated route C The consolidation is closed, but there are underlying
declarations that do not have P2P.

7 Any Consolidation is permitted to progress 3 The consolidation is closed and all underlying declarations
have P2P or have departed.

9 Any Consolidation seized/destroyed. Released to
Queen's warehouse.

C The consolidation is closed, but there are underlying
declarations that do not have P2P.

 

For the mixed consolidation, when it is arrived, CHIEF and CDS-ILE could return EMR with different Master SOE to CDA. Following steps will



be taken to derive Final(aggregated) Master SOE value that will be on a aggregated EMR.

Transform CHIEF Master SOE to CDS ILE Equivalent SOE value.
Determine the severity of Master SOE retuned by CDS ILE ( )Use following table
Determine the severity of Master SOE retuned by CHIEF ( )Use following table
Choose the most "restrictive" value based on the severity with 20 being most sever and 0 as least sever. For e.g. if either CHIEF or
CDS master SOE value is "C" then that is the SOE will be get reported on aggregated EMR.

Master SOE Severity

C 20

0 10

3 0

Master ROE

Similarly, Final (aggregated) Master ROE value is derived using the severity mapping below. ROE values between CDS-ILE and CHIEF are
assumed to be same with same meaning. 

Master ROE Severity

0 60

2 50

1 40

E 30

F 20

3 10

6 0

Note:  If ROE is prefixed with H, values from CHIEF and CDS-ILE will be compared according to highest severity, ignoring H.
Then H is added back to prefix the most severe master ROE.

Please refer to Appendix on the list of CDS-ILE Topic Types and Master-SOE values with it's meaning.

Process Sequence Logical View

EAC – DUCR to MUCR

Same flow is used for association, disassociation of DUCR to MUCR using EAC messages.



ID Name Operation Description

1a Submit EAC HRMC webservice call through API platform Export Inventory Linking API is called for processing consolidation
message

1b Submit EAC Internal API call CDA API call for processing consolidation message

1c Ack Response to webservice call Acknowledge sent back from API platform after initial checking of the
message like formatting.

1d Check DUCR in CDS Internal API call Call to check if DUCR exists in CDS-ILE

2a Submit EAC Internal CDS-ILE API call Submit consolidation message for processing to CDS-ILE

2b Process Consolidation Consolidation Message processing Consolidation message processing by CDS-ILE.

2c/3a UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to CDS-ILE API call Positive/Negative response from CDS-ILE to consolidation message

2d/3b/

5h/6d

UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to consolidation request Send back aggregated response to consolidation request back to
API platform to send it to CSP.

2e/3c/

5i/6e

UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to consolidation request Call CSP Service to inform about the response of consolidation
request.

4a Send EMR Puts EMR message in Message Queue. Send CDS EMR transaction message.

4b/7d Send EMR EMR transaction message Aggregated EMR response to API platform to be send to CSP.

4c/7e Send EMR EMR transaction message Call CSP Service to inform about the EMR.

5g/6c UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) XML converted response from CHIEF to
consolidation message

Positive/Negative response from CHIEF to consolidation message

5a Submit EAC Puts EAC message in message queue Add EAC message to message queue to submit to CHIEF for
processing.

5b/5f/7b Convert message from
EDI<-> XML

Message Converter Translates EDI message from CHIEF to XML and XML message to
CHIEF into EDI message



5c Submit EAC CHIEF Service access point call Call CHIEF Service access point for processing consolidation
message.

5d Process Consolidation Consolidation Message processing Consolidation message processing by CHIEF.

5e/6a UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) EDI response from CHIEF to consolidation
message

Positive/Negative response from CHIEF to consolidation message

7a Send EMR Puts EDI EMR message in Message Queue. CHIEF call CAM service to put EMR transaction message in the
queue.

7c Send EMR XML EMR message in the queue. CAM converts EDI message to XML and puts in queue for CDA to
consume and aggregate.

 

EAC – MUCR to MUCR

Same flow is used for association, disassociation of MUCR to MUCR using EAC messages.

 

ID Name Operation Description

1a Submit EAC HRMC webservice call through API platform Export Inventory Linking API is called for processing consolidation
message

1b Submit EAC Internal API call CDA API call for processing consolidation message

1c Ack Response to webservice call Acknowledge sent back from API platform after initial checking of
the message like formatting.



1d Submit EAC Internal CDS-ILE API call Submit consolidation message for processing to CDS-ILE

2a Process Consolidation Consolidation Message processing Consolidation message processing by CDS-ILE.

3a/2b UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to CDS-ILE API call Positive/Negative response from CDS-ILE to consolidation message

1f UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to consolidation request Send back aggregated response to consolidation request back to
API platform to send it to CSP.

1g UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to consolidation request Call CSP Service to inform about the response of consolidation
request.

4a Send EMR Puts EMR message in Message Queue. Send CDS EMR transaction message.

9a Send EMR EMR transaction message Aggregated EMR response to API platform to be send to CSP.

9b Send EMR EMR transaction message Call CSP Service to inform about the EMR.

6b/5g UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) XML converted response from CHIEF to
consolidation message

Positive/Negative response from CHIEF to consolidation message

1e Submit EAC Puts EAC message in message queue Add EAC message to message queue to submit to CHIEF for
processing.

5a/5d

5f/7b

Convert message from
EDI<-> XML

Message Converter Translates EDI message from CHIEF to XML and XML message to
CHIEF into EDI message

5b Submit EAC CHIEF Service access point call Call CHIEF Service access point for processing consolidation
message.

3a Process Consolidation Consolidation Message processing Consolidation message processing by CHIEF.

5c/5e/6a UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) EDI response from CHIEF to consolidation
message

Positive/Negative response from CHIEF to consolidation message

7a Send EMR Puts EDI EMR message in Message Queue. CHIEF call CAM service to put EMR transaction message in the
queue.

7c Send EMR XML EMR message in the queue. CAM converts EDI message to XML and puts in queue for CDA to
consume and aggregate.

EAC / CST – Shut Consolidation



ID Name Operation Description

1a Submit CST HRMC webservice call through API platform Export Inventory Linking API is called for processing shut the
consolidation message

1b Submit CST Internal API call CDA API call for processing shut the consolidation message

1c Ack Response to webservice call Acknowledge sent back from API platform after initial checking of the
message like formatting.

1d Submit CST Internal CDS-ILE API call Submit shut the consolidation message for processing to CDS-ILE

2a/3a UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to CDS-ILE API call Positive/Negative response from CDS-ILE to consolidation message

7b/8a UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to consolidation request Send back aggregated response to consolidation request back to API
platform to send it to CSP.

7c/8b UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to consolidation request Call CSP Service to inform about the response of consolidation
request.

4a Send EMR Puts EMR message in Message Queue. Send CDS EMR transaction message.

9a Send EMR EMR transaction message Aggregated EMR response to API platform to be send to CSP.

9b Send EMR EMR transaction message Call CSP Service to inform about the EMR.

4d/5d UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) XML converted response from CHIEF to
consolidation message

Positive/Negative response from CHIEF to consolidation message

1e Submit CST Puts CST message in message queue Add CST message to message queue to submit to CHIEF for
processing.



1f/4c/

5c/6b

Convert message from
EDI<-> XML

Message Converter Translates EDI message from CHIEF to XML and XML message to
CHIEF into EDI message

1g Submit CST CHIEF Service access point call Call CHIEF Service access point for processing consolidation
message.

4b/5b UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) EDI response from CHIEF to consolidation
message

Positive/Negative response from CHIEF to consolidation message

6a Send EMR Puts EDI EMR message in Message Queue. CHIEF call CAM service to put EMR transaction message in the
queue.

6c Send EMR XML EMR message in the queue. CAM converts EDI message to XML and puts in queue for CDA to
consume and aggregate.

 

EAL - DUCR



ID Name Operation Description



1a Submit EAL HRMC webservice call through API platform Export Inventory Linking API is called for processing movement
message

1b Submit EAL Internal API call CDA API call for processing movement message

1c Ack Response to webservice call Acknowledge sent back from API platform after initial checking of the
message like formatting.

1d Check DUCR in CDS Internal API call Call to check if DUCR exists in CDS-ILE

1e Submit EAL Internal CDS-ILE API call Submit movement message for processing to CDS-ILE

2a UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to CDS-ILE API call Positive/Negative response from CDS-ILE to movement message

2b/4c UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to movement request Send back aggregated response to movement request back to API
platform to send it to CSP.

2c/4d UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to movement request Call CSP Service to inform about the response of movement
request.

1f/1g/1h

/1l/1m

Process Control Internal CDS-ILE processing CDS-ILE processing of movement messages and generating ERS
transaction message.

1i/1n Send ERS Puts ERS message in Message Queue. Send CDS ERS transaction message.

1j/1o/

3n/5k

Send ERS ERS transaction message Aggregated ERS response to API platform to be send to CSP.

1k/1p/

3o/5l

Send ERS ERS transaction message Call CSP Service to inform about the ERS.

3g/5g EAL Response XML converted response from CHIEF to
movement message

Positive/Negative response or EAL response message from CHIEF
to movement message

3h Send EAL EAL Response message EAL response from CHIEF/ILE to API platform to be send to CSP.

3i Send EAL EAL Response message Call CSP Service to inform about the EAL Response.

3a/5a Submit EAL Puts EAL message in message queue Add EAL message to message queue to submit to CHIEF for
processing.

3b/3f/

5b/5f

Convert message from
EDI<-> XML

Message Converter Translates EDI message from CHIEF to XML and XML message to
CHIEF into EDI message

3c/5c Submit EAL CHIEF Service access point call Call CHIEF Service access point for processing movement
message.

3e/5e EAL Response EDI response from CHIEF to movement
message

Positive/Negative response or EAL response message from CHIEF
to movement message

3k Send ERS Puts EDI ERS message in Message Queue. CHIEF call CAM service to put ERS transaction message in the
queue.

3m Send ERS XML ERS message in the queue. CAM converts EDI message to XMLnd puts in queue for CDA to
consume and aggregate.

EAL - MUCR



 

ID Name Operation Description

1a Submit EAL HRMC webservice call through API platform Export Inventory Linking API is called for processing movement
message

1b Submit EAL Internal API call CDA API call for processing movement message

1c Ack Response to webservice call Acknowledge sent back from API platform after initial checking of the
message like formatting.

1d Submit EAL Internal CDS-ILE API call Submit movement message for processing to CDS-ILE

7a UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to CDS-ILE API call Positive/Negative response from CDS-ILE to movement message



7d UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to movement request Send back aggregated response to movement request back to API
platform to send it to CSP.

7e UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to movement request Call CSP Service to inform about the response of movement request.

2a Process Control Internal CDS-ILE processing CDS-ILE processing of movement messages and generating ERS
transaction message.

2b EAL Response EDI response from CDS-ILE to movement
message

EAL response message from CDS-ILE to movement message

3d/3g Send EMR Puts EMR message in Message Queue. Send CDS EMR transaction message.

6b Send EMR EMR transaction message Aggregated EMR response to API platform to be send to CSP.

6c Send EMR EMR transaction message Call CSP Service to inform about the EMR.

4e/7c EAL Response XML converted response from CHIEF to
movement message

Positive/Negative response or EAL response message from CHIEF to
movement message

1e Submit EAL Puts EAL message in message queue Add EAL message to message queue to submit to CHIEF for
processing.

1f/4d/

5d/5i

Convert message from
EDI<-> XML

Message Converter Translates EDI message from CHIEF to XML and XML message to
CHIEF into EDI message

1g Submit EAL CHIEF Service access point call Call CHIEF Service access point for processing movement message.

4c EAL Response EDI response from CHIEF to consolidation
message

EAL response message from CHIEF to movement message

5c/5h Send EMR Puts EDI EMR message in Message Queue. CHIEF call CAM service to put EMR transaction message in the
queue.

5e/5j Send EMR XML EMR message in the queue. CAM converts EDI message to XML and puts in queue for CDA to
consume and aggregate.

8a/6a Aggregate EAL Response Aggregation of EMR or EAL Response Aggregation as per the rule defined.

8b Send EAL Response Response to movement request Send back aggregated response to movement request back to API
platform to send it to CSP.

8c Send EAL Response Response to movement request Call CSP Service to inform about the response of movement request.

 

EAA – DUCR



ID Name Operation Description

1a Submit EAA HRMC webservice call through API platform Export Inventory Linking API is called for processing movement
message

1b Submit EAA Internal API call CDA API call for processing movement message

1c Ack Response to webservice call Acknowledge sent back from API platform after initial checking of the
message like formatting.

1d Check DUCR in CDS Internal API call Call to check if DUCR exists in CDS-ILE

1e/5h Submit EAA Internal CDS-ILE API call Submit movement message for processing to CDS-ILE

2a UKCTRL (Nak) Response to CDS-ILE API call Negative response from CDS-ILE to movement message

2b/4d UKCTRL (Nak) Response to movement request Send back response to movement request back to API platform to
send it to CSP.

2c/4e UKCTRL (Nak) Response to movement request Call CSP Service to inform about the response of movement
request.

1i/5j EAA Response Puts EAA Response message in Message
Queue.

Send CDS EAA Response message.

1j/3h/

5k

EAA Response EAA Response Message EAA Response message giving probable route.

1k/3i/

5l

EAA Response EAA Response Message Call CSP Service to inform about the EAA Response.



3a/5a Submit EAA Puts EAA message in message queue Add EAA message to message queue to submit to CHIEF for
processing.

3b/3f/4b/

5b/5f/7c

Convert message from
EDI<-> XML

Message Converter Translates EDI message from CHIEF to XML and XML message to
CHIEF into EDI message

3c/5c Submit EAA CHIEF Service access point call Call CHIEF Service access point for processing movement
message.

3d/5d/7a Process Control Internal CHIEF processing CHIEF processing of movement messages and generating ERS
transaction message.

3e/5e EAA Response Puts EAA Response message in Message
Queue.

Send CHIEF EAA Response message.

3g/5g EAA Response XML converted response from CHIEF to
movement message

EAA response message from CHIEF to movement message

4a UKCTRL (Nak) Response to CHIEF API call Negative response from CHIEF to movement message

4c UKCTRL (Nak) XML converted UKCTRL response from
CHIEF to movement message

UKCTRL response message from CHIEF to movement message

5i/6a Process Control Internal CDS-ILE processing CDS-ILE processing of movement messages and generating EAA
response message or ERS response.

6b Send ERS ERS message from CDS-ILE ERS message generated as result of declaration state change.

7a Send ERS ERS message from CHIEF ERS message generated as result of declaration state change.

7b Send ERS Puts EDI ERS message in Message Queue. CHIEF calls CAM service to put ERS transaction message in the
queue.

7d Send ERS XML ERS message in the queue. CAM converts EDI message to XML and puts in queue for CDA to
consume and aggregate.

7e/6c Send ERS ERS transaction message ERS response to API platform to be send to CSP.

7f/6d Send ERS ERS transaction message Call CSP Service to inform about the ERS.

 

EAA - MUCR



ID Name Operation Description

1a Submit EAA HRMC webservice call through API platform Export Inventory Linking API is called for processing movement
message

1b Submit EAA Internal API call CDA API call for processing movement message

1c Ack Response to webservice call Acknowledge sent back from API platform after initial checking
of the message like formatting.

1d Submit EAA Internal CDS-ILE API call Submit movement message for processing to CDS-ILE

2a/3a Process Control Internal CDS-ILE processing Creates empty movement in CDS-ILE or process EAA message
for existing MUCR.

2b EAA Response Puts EAA response in the queue EAA response from CDS-ILE to movement message

3b/7a UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to CDS-ILE API call Positive/Negative response from CDS-ILE to movement
message

3c Process Control Update to declaration Declaration state changes.

3d Send EMR Puts EMR message in Message Queue. Send CDS EMR transaction message.

4a/5a Process Control Internal CHIEF processing Creates empty movement in CHIEF or process EAA message
for existing MUCR.

4b EAA Response Puts EAA response in the CAMS queue EAA response from CHIEF to movement message

4c/5c/5g Convert message from
EDI<-> XML

Message Converter Translates EDI message from CHIEF to XML and XML message
to CHIEF into EDI message

5b/7b UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to CHIEF API call Positive/Negative response from CHIEF to movement message



4d/5d/5h/7c UKCTRL
(Ack)/EMR/EAA

CAMS puts message in queue for CDA to
consume

XML converted UKCTRL/EMR/EAA(101) from CHIEF

5e Process Control Internal CHIEF processing Declaration state changes.

5f Send EMR Puts EMR in the CAMS queue EMR from CHIEF

6a Aggregate EMR CDA to aggregate EMR message from CDS
and CHIEF

Aggregated EMR response to API platform to be send to CSP.

6b Send EMR CDA to WS02 Aggregated EMR response to API platform to be send to CSP.

6c Send EMR WS02 to API Platform Aggregated response to API platform to be send to CSP.

8a Aggregate
UKCTRL/EAA(101)

CDA to aggregate response to EAA message
from CDS and CHIEF

Aggregated response to API platform to be send to CSP.

8b Send
UKCTRL/EAA(101)

CDA to WS02 Aggregated response to API platform to be send to CSP.

8c Send
UKCTRL/EAA(101)

WS02 to API Platform Aggregated response to API platform to be send to CSP.

EDL – DUCR

ID Name Operation Description

1a Submit EDL HRMC webservice call through API platform Export Inventory Linking API is called for processing movement
message

1b Submit EDL Internal API call CDA API call for processing movement message

1c Ack Response to webservice call Acknowledge sent back from API platform after initial checking of the
message like formatting.

1d Check DUCR in CDS Internal API call Call to check if DUCR exists in CDS-ILE

2a Submit EDL Internal CDS-ILE API call Submit movement message for processing to CDS-ILE



5a/2d UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to CDS-ILE API call Negative response from CDS-ILE to movement message

5b/2e

4e/3j

UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to movement request Send back response to movement request back to API platform to
send it to CSP.

5c/2f

4f/3k

UKCTRL (AckNak) Response to movement request Call CSP Service to inform about the response of movement request.

2b/2c Update DMS Internal CDS API call Call internal DMS APIs to notify DMS about Exit and update DUCR
movement

3a Submit EDL Puts EDL message in message queue Add EDL message to message queue to submit to CHIEF for
processing.

3b Convert message from
EDI<-> XML

Message Converter Translates EDI message from CHIEF to XML and XML message to
CHIEF into EDI message

3c Submit EDL CHIEF Service access point call Call CHIEF Service access point for processing movement message.

3e Process Control Internal CHIEF processing CHIEF processing to update DUCR movements

3g/4b UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Puts EDL Response message in Message
Queue.

Send CHIEF EDL Response message.

3h/4c UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) XML converted response from CHIEF to
movement message

CAMS convert EDI message to XML

3i/4d  UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) CAMS puts XML message in CDA queue UKCTRL message to CDA to send back to CSP.

EDL – MUCR

ID Name Operation Description

1a Submit EDL HRMC webservice call through API platform Export Inventory Linking API is called for processing movement
message



1b Submit EDL Internal API call CDA API call for processing movement message

1c Ack Response to webservice call Acknowledge sent back from API platform after initial checking of the
message like formatting.

1d Submit EDL Internal CDS-ILE API call Submit movement message for processing to CDS-ILE

2a/3a UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to CDS-ILE API call Negative response from CDS-ILE to movement message

3b/3c Update DMS Internal CDS API call Call internal DMS APIs to notify DMS about Exit and update DUCR
movements

1e Submit EDL Puts EDL message in message queue Add EDL message to message queue to submit to CHIEF for
processing.

1f Convert message from
EDI<-> XML

Message Converter Translates EDI message from CHIEF to XML and XML message to
CHIEF into EDI message

1g Submit EDL CHIEF Service access point call Call CHIEF Service access point for processing movement message.

5e Process Control Internal CHIEF processing CHIEF processing to update DUCR movements

5b UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Puts EDL Response message in Message
Queue.

Send CHIEF EDL Response message.

5c UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) XML converted response from CHIEF to
movement message

CAMS convert EDI message to XML

5d  UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) CAMS puts XML message in CDA queue UKCTRL message to CDA to send back to CSP.

6a Aggregate UKCTRL CDA processing Aggregate UKCTRL message from CDS and CHIEF

6b UKCTRL (Ack/Nak) Response to movement request Send back response to movement request back to API platform to
send it to CSP.

6c UKCTRL (AckNak) Response to movement request Call CSP Service to inform about the response of movement request.

RET– Retrospective Arrivals

CDA doesn't process Retrospective arrival messages. it simply forwards them to CDS-ILE and return the response from CDS-ILE back to
CSP without any processing.

 

ID Name Operation Description

1a Submit RET HRMC webservice call through API
platform

Export Inventory Linking API is called for processing Retrospective arrival
message

1b Submit RET Internal API call CDA API call for processing messageRetrospective arrival 

1c Ack Response to webservice call Acknowledge sent back from API platform after initial checking of the message like
formatting.

1d Submit RET Internal CDS-ILE API call Submit message for processing to CDS-ILERetrospective arrival 

2a/2b/2c UKCTRL
(Ack)

Response to CDS-ILE API call send back
to CSP

Positive response from CDS-ILE to messageRetrospective arrival 

3a/3b/3c UKCTRL
(Nak)

Response to CDS-ILE API call Negative response from CDS-ILE to messageRetrospective arrival 



QUE - Query Requests

CDS-ILE query request is not processed through CDA. Query requests are directly sent to CDS-ILE API. Only when error is returned, CDA
will return the error through the same error queue back to integration layer (WS02).

 

ID Name Operation Description

1a Submit QUE HRMC webservice call through API
platform

Export Inventory Linking API is called for processing ILE query request.

1b Submit QUE Internal API call ILE API call for query request(by passing CDA)

1c Ack Response to webservice call Acknowledge sent back from API platform after initial checking of the message like
formatting.

1d/1e Return
Results

Positive Response to CDS ILE API Call Return query results from CDS-ILE

2a/2b/2c UKCTRL
(Nak)

Negative Response to CDS-ILE API
call

Negative response from CDS-ILE to messageQuery 

Non-functional View

Non-functional Requirements

 

ID Non Functional
Requirement

Impact Solution

3.1.2 Sustainability TBC As per CDS Programme Response

3.1.3 Digital Inclusion TBC As per CDS Programme Response

3.2.1 Accessibility No No new UI expected for the Dual Running, existing NFRs apply to CDS-UI as per the Digital design

3.2.2 Usability No (as above)

3.2.3 Legislative / Disclosure TBD Not currently applicable as Inventory Linking is outside of EU legislation

3.2.4 Euro Compatibility No Not applicable to the Inventory Linking component.

3.2.5 Exceptions to
Standards

Yes CDA will interface with CAM directly rather than going through WSO2, this is a deviation from the Integration
Blueprint.

3.3.1 Adaptability Yes The Inventory Linking Dual Running solution will be extensible such that new sources of inventory
transactions can be added.

3.3.2 Scalability Yes The system shall be capable of scaling to the volumes identified in the volumetrics table for pre-Brexit. A
factor TBD, but may be up to 5, should be applied for post-Brexit.

3.3.3 Re-use Components Yes The solution should re-use and extend the capabilities of the CDS-ILE .



3.3.4 Interface Control and
Reconciliation

Yes See interface specifications for detail.

3.3.5 Scheduling / Batch
Design

No None Identified.

3.3.6 Standardization Yes As per programme NFRs

3.4.1 Maintainability Yes As per programme NFRs

3.4.2 Ease of use Yes The system has been designed to replicate current functionality as closely as possible.

3.4.3 Configuration TBD Dependency on the  CDS-ILE.

3.4.4 Supportability Yes As per programme NFRs

3.4.5 Contractor Support
Maintenance

Yes As per programme NFRs

4.1.1 Hours of Service Yes As per CDS-ILE's Hours of Service

4.1.2 Hours of Support Yes As per  CDS-ILE's Hours of Service

4.1.3 Extended Service
Hours

Yes As per  CDS-ILE's Extended Service Hours

4.1.4 Target Availability Yes As per  CDS-ILE's availability (99.5% as per programme NFRs).

4.3.1 Performance -
Response Times

Yes Expected response time for consolidation and movement transaction is as close as possible to CHIEF
response times.

4.4.1 Monitoring & Alerting Yes The solution will support the programme transaction monitoring solution, in a way that interacts with the APM
and reporting tooling.

4.4.2 Exception Handling Yes The CDA component will log each detected error to support the service management process.

4.5.1 MIS Requirements -
Reporting

N/A None Identified for Dual Running purpose.

4.6.1 Data Retention &
Access

Yes The system shall provide its data to the chosen data storage service as per the agreed process.

4.6.2 Data Archiving N/A End state data is held either in CHIEF or CDS-ILE

4.6.3 Restoring Archived
Data

N/A No end state data held in CDA.

4.6.4 Data Purging N/A No end state data held in CDA.

4.7.1 Housekeeping Yes The solution shall remove all transient and redundant data (e.g. log files, batch files) as required.

4.8.1 Disaster Recovery Yes The solution shall support the programme's requirement to be able to recover from disaster within one hour.

4.8.2 Disaster Tolerance Yes The solution shall conform to the programme's disaster tolerant design where necessary.

4.8.3 Backup & Recovery Yes The solution shall utilised guaranteed delivery patterns for any async interfaces.  It will align with CDS
standards for backup and recovery.

4.9.1 Decommissioning TBD  

4.10.1 Auditing Yes The system shall store an audit record for each transaction received from any external or internal actor.

4.11.1 Transaction Monitoring TBD  

5.1.1 Support Model Yes As per programme NFRs

 

 

Production message volumes

The original NFR requirements for ILE/CDA applications have been provided by the CDS Programme BAs in 2018. The NFR requirements
have been then updated and extended for more detailed scenarios by the CDS Exports BAs, ILE/CDA BAs and CDS NFR BAs in Spring
2019.
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1.58

 

 

CDA

 

 

CDA UKControl
  res

 

 

16,500,000.00

 

 

45,205.48

 

 

0.52

 

 

4.36

 

 

CDA

 

 

CDA Movements
  res

 

 

4,200,000.00

 

 

11,506.85

 

 

0.13

 

 

1.11

 

 

CDA

 

 

CDA EMR/ERS
  res

 

 

68,600,000.00

 

 

187,945.21

 

 

2.18

 

 

18.11

 

             

 
 

Total CDA traffic:

 

  

 
 

116,300,000.00

 

 
 

3.69

 

 

30.7

(all request

messages)    

 

ILE and CDA message traffic is the same
CHIEF and CDA message traffic is the same
During dual running period the message traffic will move from 90% CHIEF / 10% ILE to 10% CHIEF to 90% ILE

Logical Data View

Logical DB Data Model



TABLE CDA_ILE_REQUEST_MESSAGE – Table to store original request payload with key attributes.

Data field Type Business description

reqm_id (PK) Number Auto Generated PK

reqm_msg_type String Request Message Type e.g. EAA

reqm_client_id RAW Client ID from the XML message header

reqm_conversation_id RAW ConversationID from the XML message header

reqm_correlation_id RAW Correlation ID from the XML message header



reqm_badge_id String Badge ID from the XML message header

reqm_msg_submitter String EORI from the XML message header

reqm_msg_date datetime Date time from the XML message header

reqm_ucr_id String Child UCR ID in case of association. Else wil be blank

reqm_parent_ucr_id String Parent UCR ID in case of association. (MUCR or DUCR) UCR ID in other cases

reqm_msg_payload CLOB Original XML message Payload

reqm_audit_date Date Date when Payload was received.

 

TABLE CDA_ILE_ID_MAPPING -- Table to store the details of request message sent to CHIEF only or both CHIEF and ILE, and store
the synchronous response to the message.

Data field Type Business description

idm_chief_id (PK) Number Primary key

Auto Generated number.

To make up the correlation ID to be sent to CAMS the value contained within this column is taken
and is left padded with "0"s and prefixed with "CDA" to make it 14 character long. This padded
version is not stored in the database. 

E.g. CDA00000000023

It is also known as sys-mrn on EDIFACT message. 

idm_reqm_id Number Request message sent to CHIEF. Refers to PK in Request table

idm_msg_type String Request message type

idm_ucr_id String Parent UCR ID

idm_goods_location String Orginal Good Location as recevied on the XML payload.

idm_chief_response String Synchonous response from CHIEF to the request message. E.g ACK or NAK

idm_ile_response String Synchonous response from ILE to the request message. E.g ACK or NAK

idm_response_to_loader String Aggregated response sent to loader.

idm_audit_date Date Last Update date

 

TABLE CDA_ILE_RESPONSE_MESSAGE -- Table to store the response message from CHIEF and ILE

Data field Type Business description

resp_id (PK) Number Auto Generated PK

resp_reqm_id Number Original request ID against which we have received the response

resp_chief_id Number CHIEF ID. Refers to PK in mapping table

resp_msg_type String Message Type

resp_conversation_id RAW Conversation ID from response XML header

resp_ucr_id String Parent UCR ID

resp_msg_date Datetime Datetime when Response was received

resp_msg_payload CLOB Response payload received

compressed/decompressed in Java layer

resp_audit_date Date Date when response received,

 

TABLE CDA_ILE_LOCATION_CODE -- Table to store the location code mapping between CDS and CHIEF



Data field Type Business description

loc_cds_location_code (PK) String 3 character location code from UCC location string.

loc_chief_location_code (PK) String CHIEF equivalent value for the 3 character CDS location code.

loc_created_date Date Date when entry in the table is created.

loc_modified_date Date Date when entry in the table is modified (will always be equal to created date).

TABLE CDA_ILE_SHEDID_CODE -- Table to store the list of valid CHIEF shed ID codes 

Data field Type Business description

she_chief_shedid_code (PK) String 3 character string representing valid CHIEF shed ID code.

she_created_date Date Date when entry in the table is created.

she_modified_date Date Date when entry in the table is modified (will always be equal to created date).

Logical API Data Model

EAL

EAA



EAC



CST

EDL



EMR



ERS



Interface View (System Context)



ID Interface Format /
Protocol

Originating
System

Target
System

Message
Characteristic

Description

DRI_01 inventoryLinkingMovementRequest xml/https CSP/MDTP
API Gateway

WSO2 sync Allows a user to submit a
movement-type request. Includes EAL,
EAA, and EDL. 
Changes will be required to allow
CHIEF-specific data to be submitted.

DRI_02 InventoryLinkingConsolidationRequest xml/https CSP/MDTP
API Gateway

WSO2 sync Allows a user to submit a
consolidation-type request. Includes
EAC and CST. 
Changes will be required to allow
CHIEF-specific data to be submitted.

DRI_03 notifications xml/https WSO2 CSP/MDTP
API
Gateway

sync Allows CDS to provide a response to
the initial request and provide update
notifications following changes to the
declaration data. 
Changes will be required to allow
CHIEF-specific data to be submitted.

DRI_04 inventoryLinkingMovementRequest SOAP/JMS WSO2 CDA async As per DRI_01

DRI_05 inventoryLinkingConsolidationRequest SOAP/JMS WSO2 CDA async As per DRI_02

DRI_06 notifications SOAP/JMS CDA WSO2 async As per DRI_04

DRI_07 CHIEF Movement / Consolidation
Request

XML CDA CAM sync CDA will pass on the movement and
consolidation requests from CSPs to
EDCS.

DRI_08 CHIEF Movement / Consolidation
Response

XML CAM CDA sync Receipt of movement, consolidation
responses from CHIEF. This will be
routed back to the originating CSP.

DRI_09 CHIEF Notification (EMR/ERS) XML CAM CDA async Receipt of status notifications from
CHIEF. This will be routed back to the
originating CSP.

DRI_10 Consolidation Movement Requests SOAP/JMS CDA ILE async Allows a user to submit an export
inventory linking request. Includes EAL,
EAA, EDL, EAC, and CST.

DRI_11 Consolidation Movement Responses SOAP/JMS ILE CDA async Allows ILE to submit an inventory linking
export response. Includes UKCTRL,
EMR, ERS and EAA Response and
EAL Response.



DRI_12 Consolidation Movement Requests EDIFACT CAM CHIEF sync Allows a user to submit an export
inventory linking request. Includes EAL,
EAA, EDL, EAC, and CST.

DRI_13 Consolidation Movement Responses EDIFACT CHIEF CAM sync Allows CHIEF to submit an inventory
linking export response. Includes
UKCTRL, EMR, ERS and EAA
Response and EAL Response.

DRI_14 CDA business logic call to ILE DB JDBC CDA ILE DB sync CDA needs to confirm if DUCR exists in
ILE DB

DRI_15 CDA reference data call to RDS SOAP/HTTP CDA RDS sync CDA will invoke RDS using the HTTP
API. No IT integration change.CDA will
cache all the RDS goods location data
(about 50k) for 1h. Minimal NFR volume
impact.

 

ILE Interface

ILE Service Design

CAMS Interface

CAMS CDA API spec

 

Design View

Component Interaction View

The diagram below shows the design of the system components interactions. 

Channels 

As Is

       Following diagram is summarising how CHIEF currently receives declaration and invnetory linking messages.

http://10.102.81.254:8090/display/CID/ILE+Service+Design+v1.0
http://10.102.81.254:8090/pages/viewpage.action?spaceKey=CDSP&title=Exports+Inventory+Linking+-+CAM+-+Technical+Specification


CHIEF channels for Declarations and Inventory Linking Messages Before/During CSP Dual Running Phase 

CSP Migration Phase 

In this phase all the existing channels for Declaration and Inventory Linking messages are available.

For CSP, which is in this phase,can send CHIEF Inventory Linking Message through CDS API Platform.

New CDS channels for Declarations and Inventory Linking Messages in CSP Dual
Running Phase 

 CDS-ILE Dual Running Phase

When this phase starts, declaration messages can still go to CHIEF via existing channels But all Inventory Linking Messages will go through
one of the following channels

Through CSP
Through CDS-UI
Through software which can send XML messages to API Platform. 

CHIEF team will limit access to HCI and NES-Web Channels for Declaration and Inventory Query only.



Additional CDS channels for Declarations and Inventory Linking Messages in Dual
Running Phase

CDS Connectivity

Submission APIs receives requests from client. Currently we have three Submission APIs, Declaration, Inventory Linking Import, and
Inventory Linking Export.
The request to these APIs comes through API-Gateway, so it is already authenticated. The submission API does the authorisation. CDS has
two type of clients, a CSP application and a non-CSP application. CSPs will be provided with Privileged application to make call to HMRC
APIs.

When a request is received, Submission API uses AUTH service to validate if the request is coming from a CSP, if so it makes sure
that badge id is also included in the request header, badge id is expected for request coming from CSPs.
All Non-CSP software applications need to be authorised by a EORI holder Trader i.e. a Government Gateway user who has
HMRC-CUS-ORG enrolment attached with their account (OAUTH2). Submission APIs use AUTH service to fetch enrolments from
GovernmentGateway Provider. If the list of enrolment contains Customs enrolment i.e. HMRC-CUS-ORG and that enrolment also
contains a EORI then the request is considered to be authorised.
Submission APIs then validate the payload against a given XML schema.
Submission APIs generates a conversation Id as well, this is a UUID which is business transaction id. This id will be returned to
caller and will be sent along with all future communications related to this particular submission.
Submission APIs fetch the subscription-Id which identifies the client's subscription to the requested version of the API. For CDS, this
is the handler of calling application.
Submission APIs sends the payload received along with the conversationId and client subscription id to downstream systems.

When notification microservice receives a payload along with the client-subscription-id from downstream system (MDG WSO2), it fetches the
details of the client by using client subscription id and sends the notification to the client.

Notification side is agnostic to the payload contained in the notification, it needs notification payload, client subscription id and
conversation id to send the notification. Same solution can be used for all our submission APIs.
Downstream system calls customs-notification, and pass the notification payload along with same subscription-id that we passed to
downstream system at the time of submission. It is very important that downstream system makes sure that the client-subscription-id
is exactly the same which we passed to them in the first place.
customs-notification fetches client details by using the subscription id, this includes the registered callback-url if any, client id ,
security token etc. It then makes a call to customs-notification-gateway along with the callback url and security token to send the
payload to the actual client.
customs-notification-gateway is just being used as a proxy service as customs-notification cant make an outbound call due to it
being in the protected zone.
If client has not registered any callback-url for this version of API or the outbound call fails then customs-notification passes the
notification to Pull queue where user can currently use PULL api to fetch these notifications one by one.

Error Handling V

There are a number of failure points in the E2E processing of Inventory Linking Export. The principle behind error handling is that errors
should only be raised where they prevent processes completing successfully. Any errors in the message are the concern of the end systems.

CDA component in Dual Runing solution is not introducing any new functional errors. CDA is not supposed to "process" any invnetory linking
request message but forward the message to correct target system. Target system will process the message and respond with appropriate
response message. CDA should forward the response message back to CSP (converting it if needed).

In existing inventory linking functionality in CHIEF returns errors in different scenario and these errors are reported back on response
message (UKCTRL) with appropriate error code.

CDA will not process these error and will simply forward the error message(with CHIEF error code) to CSP.



Similarly any errors reported by CDS-ILE will be forwarded to CSP.

Only action CDA will be performing is to combine errors from CHIEF and CDS-ILE into single error message before sending it back to CSP.

During Inventory Linking Dual Running, CDS error code list will be supplemented with CHIEF error codes. Following is the list of CHIEF error
codes that will be reported on UKCTRL(NAK) messages, in addition to the published CDS-ILE error codes given in the next table below.



 

It is clear from error list that range of error codes from CHIEf and CDS-ILE is unique and multiple errors from CHIEF and CDS-ILS can be
combined into single response. CSP, looking at the error message can identify the source of errors and will take appropriate action to resolve
error.

Location code validation and mapping

CDS is going to use location codes which are UCC compatible and will follow format given below

<country code><type code><ID qualifier code><ID (location+shedIDs)>

Where

 <country code> - “GB”

<type code> - or“A”, “B”, “C”  “D”

<ID qualifier code> -  or “U”, “Y” “Z”

     If the ID below will be an authorisation number“Y”  

     If the address needs to be entered; and potentially the ID below should be ignored  “Z” 

                                Address/line

                                Address/postcode

                                Address/cityName

<ID (location+shedIDs)> - e.g. “ ” for Great YarmouthGTYGTYGTY

CHIEF will continue using existing format which is

GM<location code><Shed Op ID> where location code and shed Op ID are each 3 character long. Shed Op ID is optional and will be blank
for the locations which are not Sheds.

e.g. GBLHRAHZ

       GBDOV



1.  
2.  
3.  

a.  
b.  
c.  
d.  
e.  
f.  

 

That means when CDS is converting XML messages to EDIFACT message, it needs to convert UCC compatible location code present in
XML to CHIEF recognised location code.

This will be done in following way. Please note, location code are present only on movement messages.

CDS will validate location string present in XML file by making call to RDS as shown in the integration diagram below.
If location is invalid, no further processing will be done and error message will be sent back to sender.
If location is valid and XML message needs to be send to CHIEF then CDS will convert XML message to EDIFACT with location and
shed ID extracted and converted as follows.

Map 8, 9, 10th character from UCC location string as CHIEF location ID
Map 11, 12, 13th Character from UCC location string as CHIEF shed Op ID
Use CDA_ILE_LOCATION_CODE table to map CHIEF location ID found above to the CHIEF equivalent location ID.
If entry not found in the CDA_ILE_LOCATION_CODE table when retain original value found above.
Use CDA_ILE_SHEDID_CODE table to lookup CHIEF shed Op ID found above.
If entry found then retain the   Else BLANK shed Op ID will be send to CHIEF.original value found above

Location code on EMR/ERS response messages.

When unsolicited EMR/ERS are received from CHIEF, they are not tagged against any specific movement/consolidation. So CDA



will send these EMR/ERS to sender of last movement against the UCR on the EMR/ERS using UCR and movementReference
provided on EMR/ERS  . (Please see the constraint)
CDA will also retain the location code from last movement so that CSPs get UNLOCODE rather than CHIEF recognised location
code.
Similarly, for EAA/EAL response, CDA will retrieve UNLOCODE location code from the request message.

Operational View

Logical Architecture

The following is a brief overview of the CDA application server cluster and the shared BOLT Oracle cluster components used:

ILE Application Instances

EC2 Instance EBS Volume

Instance Name Availability Zone Instance Type No. vCPU Memory Volume Mapping Volume Size Volume Type IOPS (Base/Burst)

CDA-grp-app-1.<ENV> eu-west-2a m5.2xlarge 8 32 GB /dev/sda1 250 GB gp2 750/3000

CDA-grp-app-2.<ENV> eu-west-2b m5.2xlarge 8 32 GB /dev/sda1 250 GB gp2 750/3000

 

Shared BOLT Oracle DB Instances

EC2 Instance EBS Volume

Instance Name Availability
Zone

Instance
Type

No.
vCPU

Memory Volume
Mapping

Volume
Size

Volume
Type

IOPS
(Base/Burst)

bolt-db-oracle-cluster-primary-1.<ENV> eu-west-2a m5.2xlarge 8 32 GB /dev/sda1
/dev/sdb
/dev/sdc
/dev/sdd
/dev/sde
/dev/sdf
/dev/sdg
/dev/sdh
/dev/sdi
/dev/sdu
/dev/sdv
/dev/sdw
/dev/sdx

200 GiB
64 GiB
15 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB

gp2
gp2
gp2
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1

600/3000
192/3000
100/3000
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

bolt-db-oracle-cluster-active-standby-1.<ENV> eu-west-2a m5.2xlarge 8 32 GB /dev/sda1
/dev/sdb
/dev/sdc
/dev/sdd
/dev/sde
/dev/sdf
/dev/sdg
/dev/sdh
/dev/sdi
/dev/sdu
/dev/sdv
/dev/sdw
/dev/sdx

200 GiB
64 GiB
15 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB

gp2
gp2
gp2
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1

600/3000
192/3000
100/3000
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500



bolt-db-oracle-cluster-zone2-standby-1.<ENV> eu-west-2b m5.2xlarge 8 32 GB /dev/sda1
/dev/sdb
/dev/sdc
/dev/sdd
/dev/sde
/dev/sdf
/dev/sdg
/dev/sdh
/dev/sdi
/dev/sdu
/dev/sdv
/dev/sdw
/dev/sdx

200 GiB
64 GiB
15 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB
100 GiB

gp2
gp2
gp2
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1
io1

600/3000
192/3000
100/3000
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

Security Groups

Group Name Contains

CDA-grp-app-<ENV> CDA-grp-app-1.<ENV>

CDA-grp-app-2.<ENV>

bolt-db-oracle-cluster-primary-<ENV> bolt-db-oracle-cluster-primary-1.<ENV>

bolt-db-oracle-cluster-active-standby-<ENV> bolt-db-oracle-cluster-active-standby-1.<ENV>

bolt-db-oracle-cluster-zone2-standby-<ENV> bolt-db-oracle-cluster-zone2-standby-1.<ENV>

 

Load Balancers

CDA application uses CAMS application load balancers to access the CAMS Rabbit MQ.

Component View

The following diagrams show an overview of the platform stack of the relevant components within the service:





Deployment View

The following diagram shows the CDA application as it is deployed upon the AWS platform:

 

CDA application uses a single read/write JDBC connectivity to the BOLT Oracle cluster. The BOLT Oracle cluster is provisioned with
the CDA system account, table space and DB schema.



There is also a JDBC connectivity from CDA to ILE DBA
CDA application uses a single read/write MQ/JMS connectivity to the CDS MQ cluster. The CDS MQ cluster is provisioned with
the CDA system account and queue configurations.
CDA application uses a container managed distributed transaction (XA) framework to guarantee zero transaction loss

Micro-services Pattern  
CDA system has been designed and built to fully comply with the micro services pattern:
- Agility (DevOps agility and total DevOps automation)
- Productivity (DEV teams understands all code base)
- Scalability (nothing shared clustered architecture; horizontal scaling for application layer)
- Resilience (compatible with aPaaS cloud environments)

Security View

The latest version of the NFR Security requirements and CDA implementation status:

 

Authentication

 

TBC - Damian

 

Authorisation

 

Data Protection

 

Data Retention

 

Audit



Appendix

Definitions, Acronyms, and Abbreviations

 

Acronym Definition

CDA CHIEF and DMS Aggregator

CDS Customs Declaration Services

CHIEF Customs Handling of Import and Export Freight

CST Consignment Status

DUCR Declaration Unique Consignment Reference

EAA Export Anticipated Arrival

EAC Export Associate Consignment

EAL Export Arrival at Location

EDL Export Departure from a Location

ILE Inventory Linking Export

MUCR Master Unique Consignment Reference

WSO2 Integration Component

 List of CDS-ILE Topic Types



List of CDS-ILE Master SOE values

Master SOE Meaning

3 Departed (DUCRs underneath are D)

0 MUCR is empty or open

C MUCR not cleared (not all underlying DUCRs have P2P - based on ROE)
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